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EXPAND Capture 5
Key benefits & features
Join Intelligent Meetings
An intelligent speaker for all Microsoft Teams Rooms
(MTR) systems on Windows, with a 7-beamforming
microphone array and Cortana voice assistant.
Advanced voice recognition and transcription
capabilities provide an inclusive meeting experience
as if all in the room together.
Boost productivity and engagement with the task at
hand for all meeting participants by ensuring remote
attendees can hear everything as if physically in
room. Meet the reality of the hybrid workplace, unite
colleagues effectively, and take your virtual meetings
to the next level.

Enhance the Microsoft Teams Rooms
(MTR) experience
Connects to any Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR)
system on Windows including HP, Dell, Lenovo,
Logitech, and Crestron
Advanced voice recognition
Identifies up to 10 distinct voices in the room and
when enabled it transcribes a live feed of the
meeting
7-microphone array
Provides superior audio for those listening, allowing
for lifelike conversations
Designed with Cortana in mind
Start meetings and add participants handsfree with
Cortana voice assistant for enhanced productivity

See more at eposaudio.com/expand-capture-5
Enterprise-grade security and privacy
Full voice ID and data control, with voice signatures
stored securely in Microsoft Office 365 cloud
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EXPAND Capture 5
Product data
General

Technical

Color

Black

Cable length

1,5 m + 2 m / 4 ft + 6 ft

Speakerphone weight

402 g / 14.18 oz.

LED indicators

Speakerphone dimensions

123 x 53 mm / 4.84 x 2.09 in

LED indicators EXPAND Capture 5:
Mute indication and Cortana activities

Connects to

Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows compute unit

Content of delivery

Warranty

2 years

What's in the box

Audio
EPOS VoiceTM technology

For a clear and natural listening experience. Beamforming digital
MEMS omnidirectional microphones (7 microphones)

Microphone

7 digital MEMS omnidirectional microphones

Microphone frequency response

20 - 8.000 Hz

Microphone coverage

360 degrees

Speaker type

Neodymium

Speaker frequency response

150 - 20.000 Hz (communication)

Max Sound Pressure

70 dB

Communication-Audio
performance

Exceptional conversation experience with excellent speech
intelligibility and double-talk performance, even in challenging
environments. Achieved through a highly advanced beamforming
and echo cancelling system.

Fabric

The Kvadrat fabric is specifically selected for its resonance damping
abilities ensuring highs without sharp peaks and lows
with superior responsiveness. Overall this contributes to a smooth
sounding system providing voices with warmth and clarity.

Intelligent Microsoft Teams Rooms speaker incl. powerbox,
USB-A cable, power supply unit (universal), safety guide,
quick guide and compliance sheet
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EXPAND Capture 5
Additional benefits & features

Product overview

Evolving product
Get new features and improvements each time Microsoft rolls out
updates in the category

Connects to

Product

Description

EAN / UPC code

Microsoft Teams Rooms on
Windows compute unit

EXPAND Capture 5
Art. no. 1000895

Intelligent Speaker for Microsoft Teams Rooms

EAN: 57 14708 00696 1
UPC: 8 40064 40696 3

Clear LED indicators
For intuitive call control and peace of mind as to call status.
LED displays clearly indicate when mute is engaged and when
Cortana is active
Statement Scandinavian design
Sleek, minimalistic round design made with premium materials,
engineered to fit every space and allow for optimal voice capture
Easy implementation and operation
Simple for users to operate and easy for IT Managers to implement
Two-year warranty
Ensures your investment is protected

Premium fabric
by Kvadrat

